There simply is NO equivalent!

Installation Guide
For Footpaths and Cycleways

FIGURE 1.

Stops tree roots and soil movement
from displacing concrete slabs

Setup before casting concrete
1

Excavate and set the formwork
boards as normal.

2

Place each TripStop length within the formwork
at intervals together with the requisite number of pegs and wedges per length
(See Table 1 below). For best practice place each TripStop length at intervals
equivalent to the width of the path to create square slabs. Where new work
meets existing slabs refer to client’s specification.

3

i) Stand the first TripStop length upright at 90° to the formwork (see Figure 1).
We recommend a 5mm gap between the formwork and the TripStop to
allow the edging trowel to pass smoothly.
ii) Insert two pegs, one at each of the second outermost predrilled holes (i.e.
the two predrilled holes second nearest to the formwork). Hammer in these
pegs leaving roughly 40-50mm exposed. Raise the TripStop length so it is
flush with the top of the formwork. Check this with a screed on top of the
formwork. These two pegs can now be hammered home until flush with the
top of the hole. Insert the wedges to hold the TripStop in place.
iii) Insert the pegs and wedges in the remaining hole positions making sure the
TripStop is straight and at 90° to the formwork.

Table 1:
TRIPSTOP
LENGTH (m)
1.2 - 1.4
1.5 - 1.9
2.0 - 2.4
2.5 - 2.9
3.0 - 3.4
3.5 - 3.9
4.0

No. of PEGS
& WEDGES
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4

Now repeat step 3 for each remaining TripStop length.

5

IMPORTANT: Ensure that each TripStop length is sitting level with the top of the
formwork along its entire length and that all pegs are flush in their holes.

6

To finish, as necessary, rake crushed rock and/or soil under the full length of
each TripStop to form a base and to fill any voids underneath the TripStop length
(for optimum performance ensure that concrete does not form under the TripStop).
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casting THE concrete
1

Start the pour in the first bay (end formboard) and work
toward the first TripStop length.

2

At each TripStop length, deliver the concrete so that it
flows evenly across both sides of the TripStop length to
avoid displacement or collapsing of the TripStop. Make
sure the concrete is worked around each TripStop so
that no voids are formed.

3

Rake the surface of each bay as it fills, to ensure the
concrete is level with the top of the formwork and the
TripStop length.

4

Repeat this as you move to each subsequent bay.

5

Now, as usual, screed, then bull float, then steel trowel
the surface, maintaining its level with the formwork and
the TripStop length. The TripStop length must be level
with the surface of the concrete, but not covered.

6

Broom or cove finish the entire slab surface while
ensuring the top of the TripStop is still visible and level
with the surface.

7

Along the length of each individual slab, as normal,
apply the edge trowel.

8

IMPORTANT: You must ensure that the TripStop length
does not protrude above the concrete surface.

9

Recommended: Do not use the edge trowel along the
length of the TripStop joint unless specified.

Casting Adjacent to Trees
Tree roots typically extend the same distance from the tree
trunk as the dripline (outermost circumference of a tree
canopy). The roots at the dripline are the most active. It is
important to remember that the tree canopy may have been
pruned recently.
So, always remove and replace slabs to a distance beyond the
dripline, sufficient to account for any recent pruning and to
accommodate future growth. We recommend at least one slab
length beyond the dripline. Avoid forming a path too close to a
tree trunk. Leave enough space so that future growth will not
result in the trunk of the tree making contact with the path.
Additionally, always ensure compliance with client’s standard
drawings in relation to the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ).

1

Excavate and set the Formwork Boards as normal.

2

Place the TripStop at intervals to create slabs of the
same dimensions as the preexisting (removed) slabs.

3

Where the new work meets existing slabs refer to
client’s specification.

Curved Pathways
1

Install TripStop lengths radially to the curve.

2

Distance between the TripStop joints at the outer
circumference of the curve should be equivalent to
the width of the pathway.
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